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QUESTION 1

Susan has attached to her company\\'s network. She has managed to synchronize her boss\\'s sessions with that of the
file server. She then intercepted his traffic destined for the server, changed it the way she wanted to and then placed it
on the server in his home directory. What kind of attack is Susan carrying on? 

A. A sniffing attack 

B. A spoofing attack 

C. A man in the middle attack 

D. A denial of service attack 

Correct Answer: C 

A man-in-the-middle attack (MITM) is an attack in which an attacker is able to read, insert and modify at will, messages
between two parties without either party knowing that the link between them has been compromised. 

 

QUESTION 2

Bob has a good understanding of cryptography, having worked with it for many years. Cryptography is used to secure
data from specific threats but it does not secure the data from the specific threats but it does no secure the application
from coding errors. It can provide data privacy; integrity and enable strong authentication but it can\\'t mitigate
programming errors. What is a good example of a programming error that Bob can use to explain to the management
how encryption will not address all their security concerns? 

A. Bob can explain that using a weak key management technique is a form of programming error 

B. Bob can explain that using passwords to derive cryptographic keys is a form of a programming error 

C. Bob can explain that a buffer overflow is an example of programming error and it is a common mistake associated
with poor programming technique 

D. Bob can explain that a random number generation can be used to derive cryptographic keys but it uses a weak seed
value and this is a form of a programming error 

Correct Answer: C 

In computer security and programming, a buffer overflow, or buffer overrun, is a programming error which may result in
a memory access exception and program termination, or in the event of the user being malicious, a possible breach of
system security. 

 

QUESTION 3

WWW wanderers or spiders are programs that traverse many pages in the World Wide Web by recursively retrieving
linked pages. Search engines like Google, frequently spider web pages for indexing. How will you stop web spiders from
crawling certain directories on your website? 

A. Place robots.txt file in the root of your website with listing of directories that you don\\'t want to be crawled 
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B. Place authentication on root directories that will prevent crawling from these spiders 

C. Place "HTTP:NO CRAWL" on the html pages that you don\\'t want the crawlers to index 

D. Enable SSL on the restricted directories which will block these spiders from crawling 

Correct Answer: A 

WWW Robots (also called wanderers or spiders) are programs that traverse many pages in the World Wide Web by
recursively retrieving linked pages. The method used to exclude robots from a server is to create a file on the server
which 

specifies an access policy for robots. 

This file must be accessible via HTTP on the local URL "/robots.txt". 

http://www.robotstxt.org/orig.html#format 

 

QUESTION 4

Exhibit: Given the following extract from the snort log on a honeypot, what service is being exploited? : 
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A. FTP 

B. SSH 

C. Telnet 

D. SMTP 

Correct Answer: A 

The connection is done to 172.16.1.104:21. 

 

QUESTION 5

Exhibit 
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Study the log given in the exhibit, 

Precautionary measures to prevent this attack would include writing firewall rules. Of these firewall rules, which among
the following would be appropriate? 

A. Disallow UDP 53 in from outside to DNS server 

B. Allow UDP 53 in from DNS server to outside 

C. Disallow TCP 53 in from secondaries or ISP server to DNS server 

D. Block all UDP traffic 

Correct Answer: C 

According to the exhibit, the question is regarding the DNS Zone Transfer. Since Zone Transfers are done with TCP
port 53, you should not allow this connect external to you organization. 
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